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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Highlights from the month
This report provides assurance to the Board that the Chief Executive is
providing enabling leadership to the organisation across domains of activity
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#RightCulture continues so that TeamASPH feel they are able to work in an
empowered way within a safe, caring and transparent environment.
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Receive

#RightCulture
I was absolutely delighted to hear that the second Dragon’s Den event was so successful. I was
taking a few days leave over the event so unfortunately couldn’t be a Dragon this year! However
I’m told my Executive Colleagues stepped up and got into character, listening to over 40
proposals from various teams with a wide range of specialties represented.

Thank you to local television presenter and fitness trainer, Annie Price, who was a special guest
and gave an inspirational talk to launch the event about her own health experiences. I’m told the
proposals were thoughtfully and creatively pitched with some brilliant ideas put forward to benefit
patients and the team.
Dragon’s Den is always a fun, informal, event but with a serious side. The fact we had so many
more proposals this year compared to last is really encouraging; it means that despite being
under pressure colleagues still feel enthused and empowered to make a difference and are

willing to put themselves ‘out there’ and go for it. That’s exactly the kind of culture we want to
promote at the Trust and the success of this event is testament to the positive journey we are
making.

Quality of Care
An insight into patient catering
For my most recent video message I went to meet the patient catering team, which provided a
fascinating insight into this vital support service. I learnt that providing adequate nutrition and
hydration to all patients while also meeting their personal tastes, medical, religious and culture
backgrounds is a complex task.
I spoke with William Britton who oversees patient catering about the importance of making the
meals varied and appealing in taste and appearance, encouraging patients who will not be
feeling particularly well to want to eat. Lorraine Hook, OCS Patient Catering Manager, then
described the new state-of-the-art serving trollies we use – which keep food at exactly the right
temperature and has stacking space for hot plates. Finally Dietician Marriyah Hasan described
her role as the link between the patient, clinical and catering team and talked about the range of
diets we cater for, protected meal times and two new national initiatives – the Power of 3 and
Last 9 yards – to improve the catering experience for patients in hospital.
You can watch the full video here and I hope you find it as interesting as I did.

Launch of new Arts in Healthcare Project
I am pleased that Sue Tranka, Chief Nurse, will be chairing a new Creative Arts steering group
and has asked for expressions of interest from colleagues who have a passion for the arts. The
new group will include all the arts – drawing, painting, music, sculpture and pottery, theatre and
architectural design to name a few.
The benefit of art in health continues to emerge. Providing a pleasant and stimulating visual
setting for patients of all ages, visitors and the team can promote a positive and healing
environment.
Tied into this we recently held the second healthcare play at Ashford Hospital – ‘Both Sides Now’
about how we find resilience in the face of bereavement, the complexity of relationships and the
loss of long term partnerships. This was well attended and popular and we look forward to the
next one –‘Fighting for Life’ – in July.

People
Farewell to Valerie Bartlett
On 31st May we said goodbye to Valerie Bartlett, who retired from the Trust after many years of
dedicated service. Valerie joined ASPH in 2009 and has worked in key roles at the Trust, initially

as Chief Operating Officer and more recently Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Strategy. As
part of the development of the Surrey Heartlands Integrated Care System and in particular the
establishment of an Integrated Care Partnership, Valerie was appointed as NW Surrey ICP
Programme Director in 2018. Valerie will be missed both at ASPH and by colleagues in the wider
system, but I know she is going on to take up new and interesting endeavours and I wish her all
the very best for the future.
NHS Confederation
I was delighted to attend the NHS Confederation Annual Conference on 19th & 20th June in
Manchester and chair a session on workforce challenges and how recruiting from your local
community across wide groups can help tackle those challenges. When you think about the
composition of the local community – in terms of age, ethnicity, gender, religious beliefs, sexual
orientation and disability - the diversity is immense. As a key local employer our challenge is to
assess whether our workforce is representative of that diversity and how we can ensure
recruitment is as open and accessible as possible, resulting in an innovative and creative
workforce.
Widening recruitment to better reflect the community organisations we serve was a key message
of the NHS Five Year Forward View and it is highlighted in the interim NHS People Plan. The
benefits of establishing and maintaining a diverse workforce are well understood; in particular it
is found that patients have a better experience of care when the workforce mirrors the patient
population. NHS Employers have put together a suite of tools, resources and guidance to
support NHS organisations and we will be using those at the Trust to assess how we can better
engage with and recruit from the local community.
This is also ties in very well with the work we are doing with Well North, which I described in my
report last month.

Digital
Electronic Patient Record Update
The procurement continues and whilst discussions are drawing to a close, the final agreements
are not yet in place. The final business case presentation to Trust Board has been delayed to
July 2019 to allow for legal review of the contract and final scope to be agreed.
Clinical Coding
The digital strategy is not just about new information systems and IT security, it’s also about
ensuring colleagues are equipped for the transformation ahead. The Clinical Coding team, who
code all our activity in order to secure our income and also report on it nationally, is well
established as a high performing team, meeting all deadlines and obtaining good accuracy
coding audit figures.
However, their performance was hindered by them being situated in three separate offices and
so they have now moved into a fully refurbished open plan office. The new environment is
conducive towards peer support and exchange of skills, with co-located, experienced staff able
to assist trainee colleagues with queries and getting them up to speed.

We currently have a hybrid coding process whereby day-case activity is processed from the
Evolve electronic solution, whilst admitted inpatient care is processed from episodic paper
records. This will change again as we implement the full electronic patient record, and the team
feel well equipped to take on the challenge of streamlining our coding practices.
Modern Healthcare
CHKS National Healthcare Efficiency Award
I am delighted that the Trust won the CHKS national healthcare efficiency award, part of the
CHKS annual Top Hospitals awards 2019. The awards celebrate the success of healthcare
providers across the UK and are awarded to healthcare organisations for their achievements in
healthcare quality and improvement.
The healthcare efficiency award recognises organisations that have achieved high standards of
operational excellence and outperform their peers on a range of 10 efficiency indicators that
support care quality and patient outcomes, so it’s a great achievement.
Simon Marshall and James Thomas went to collect the award. Congratulations to all as it’s
ttestament to the hard work done by all of the team to use resources wisely and support the best
care for all patients.

ASPH transformation programme becomes more visible
Over the last month signs of the exciting transformation programme
have become more visible as we start work on a range of projects.
Chris Bell, Director of Estates and Facilities, took over my message of
the week on 21 June to tell colleagues more about the plans and
particularly how they will be affected. Take a look here to read the
message.
As I‘ve said before, the transformation programme is hugely exciting
and a once in a generation opportunity to improve facilities and services at the Trust. However,
this vital long-term gain will come with some ‘short term pain’. For the team based at St Peter’s
the most inconvenience will be caused by the closure of the main outpatient car park for eight
months as we build the new multi-deck car park.
There will be alternative car parking for visitors but 25% fewer spaces for staff at St Peter’s and
this will impact on both ASPH and Surrey and Borders colleagues who share the site. We are
working on plans to provide alternative solutions, such as parking off site and facilitating people
to work from home more, but we do have to accept this will be a difficult period to manage. We
are beginning to have conversations with the team and will be organising drop in sessions and
other forums in the coming weeks and months.

